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In filled-skutterudite compounds, guest atoms are centered at highly symmetric cages essentially formed
by pnictogens. The weak bonding of the guest atoms to the cage-forming elements is expected to give rise
to local atomic vibrations in anharmonic potential which can influence electronic properties and may even
promote superconductivity. However, the relation between the unusual low-energy phonon excitations and the
electronic properties is still elusive, and evidence establishing a direct link between them is a long-standing
issue. Here, we investigate the impact of artificial atomic defects introduced by electron irradiation in the
filled-skutterudite superconductor LaRu4As12. Our high-resolution heat capacity measurements reveal that the
electronic specific heat is substantially reduced with increasing concentration of atomic defects. Moreover, the
irradiation suppresses the fully gapped s-wave superconductivity as well as the contribution of anharmonic
phonons in the specific heat in a correlated fashion. Our findings imply that the anharmonic phonons play an
important role in enhancing electronic specific heat and superconductivity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.043428

I. INTRODUCTION

In the cage compounds such as Ge/Si clathrates, β-
pyrochlore oxides, and filled skutterudites, the crystal struc-
tures are composed of large atomic cages which contain guest
atoms at the center of the cages [1–6]. This cage structure of-
ten gives rise to the large atomic vibrations of the guest atoms
in the anharmonic potential inside the cages. This character-
istic atomic oscillation is sometimes called rattling and may
induce unusual electronic properties such as high thermoelec-
tronic efficiency [2,7,8] or may promote superconductivity in
some materials [9]. Recently, such anharmonicity of phonons
has been studied also in the high-transition-temperature
superconductivity in pressurized sulfur hydride systems
[10–13].

The filled-skutterudite compounds [5,6,14], where the lan-
thanoid atoms are surrounded by pnictogen cages, exhibit a
variety of electronic states such as non-Fermi liquid behavior
[15], exotic heavy-fermion properties [16,17], two-band and
unconventional superconductivity [18–21], low-temperature
ferromagnetic order [22–25], and multipole ordering [26,27].
In the filled skutterudites, anharmonic vibrations of lanthanoid
atoms are often observed, and hence these materials offer a
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rare opportunity for experimental investigations of the theoret-
ically predicted impact of the cage-structure-driven degrees of
freedom on the electronic properties. Specifically, it remains
unclear how anharmonic phonons affect the normal-state elec-
tron properties and the superconductivity.

In this regard, the filled-skutterudite superconductor
LaRu4As12 [28] is a suitable system, where lanthanum does
not contain f electrons which may alter the electronic prop-
erties via the Kondo effect. LaRu4As12 exhibits relatively
large Sommerfeld coefficient γ ≈ 60 mJ mol−1 K−2 [29,30],
which deviates from the value of band structure calculation
by roughly a factor of 2 [31–33]. Moreover, the supercon-
ductivity occurs at the superconducting transition temperature
Tc = 10.4 K, which is the highest among the stoichiometric
filled-skutterudite compounds [28]. Therefore, the relation be-
tween anharmonic phonons and electron properties can solely
be investigated without the contribution from f electrons.

Here we have studied the impact of artificial atomic defects
in crystal lattices on the normal-state and superconducting
properties in single crystalline LaRu4As12. The atomic defects
introduced by electron irradiation deform the cage structure
and lower the symmetry of the potential. Through the heat
capacity measurements on the samples with different amounts
of atomic defects, we find that the Sommerfeld coefficient γ

is significantly reduced with introduction of defects. More-
over, the introduction of defects also reduces the anharmonic
phonon contribution to the total heat capacity and suppresses
the superconductivity. Our observation implies that the an-
harmonic vibrations of La ion play an important role in the
enhancement of the Sommerfeld coefficient and/or supercon-
ductivity in this compound.
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FIG. 1. Electron irradiation of LaRu4As12. (a) Schematic illus-
tration of atomic defects introduced by electron irradiation on the
cage structure of LaRu4As12. The crystal structure is viewed along
the [111] crystal axis. The defects introduced by irradiation deform
the cage and lower the symmetry of potential inside the cage which
is illustrated as the grey area. (b) Cross section σ as a function of
incident electron energy E for La, Ru, and As ions, respectively. Ed

is the displacement energy for the creation of atomic defects used in
this calculation. The cross section does not have strong dependence
on Ed . (c) ρ(T ) at low temperatures for LaRu4As12 samples with
different dose levels. The dashed line represents the fitting result to
power-law temperature dependence. The inset shows ρ(T ) in a wider
temperature range. (d) T dependence of magnetic susceptibility nor-
malized at the lowest T for LaRu4As12 samples with different dose
levels.

II. ELECTRON IRRADIATION

The atomic defects are artificially introduced by electron
irradiation in a controllable manner, where the incident elec-
tron energy is tuned at 2.5 MeV to create uniformly distributed
atomic-scale defects [34,35]. The schematic picture of the
electron irradiation is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The amount of
defects in the crystals is proportional to the irradiation dose
(C/cm2) through the cross section of each element contained
in the compound. Figure 1(b) depicts the cross section as a
function of incident electron energy for La, Ru, and As atoms,
showing that the cross section for La is the largest at 2.5 MeV.
However, there are 12 As atoms in the unit cell of LaRu4As12,
and thus As atoms are mainly removed by irradiation. This re-
sults in the deformation of the cage structure and the lowering
of the cage symmetry. Using the value of the cross section,
the displacement per atom can be roughly estimated to be
close to one percent per unit cell for 1 C/cm2 irradiation
dose. The introduced atomic defects can be confirmed by the
temperature dependence of resistivity ρ(T ), measured by the
standard four-probe method. Figure 1(c) shows the resistivity
for LaRu4As12 samples with different dose levels. At low
temperatures, the ρ(T ) curves in the normal state can be
fitted with power law ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT α with the exponent
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FIG. 2. Analysis of specific heat of LaRu4As12 including the an-
harmonic phonon term described by Einstein model. (a) Temperature
dependence of C(T ) divided by T . Black open circles represent the
raw data and the orange line is the fitting result above the super-
conducting transition temperature Tc. The green, blue, and red areas
correspond to the contribution of electronic density of states, Debye
phonons, and anharmonic phonons, respectively. (b) The phonon
contributions C(T )-γ T divided by T 3 as a function of T . The blue
dashed line is the Debye term behaving as constant in this plot.

α ≈ 2.5, which is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1(c).
It is clearly seen that the T -independent residual resistivity
ρ0 is drastically enhanced with increasing irradiation dose,
indicating that nonmagnetic impurity scattering increases with
irradiation. This fact verifies that the atomic defects are sys-
tematically introduced into the crystals by electron irradiation.
It should be noted that at high temperatures T � 100 K, ρ(T )
exhibits concave curvature for all samples as depicted in the
inset of Fig. 1(c). This behavior implies that the inelastic scat-
tering by anharmonic phonons is significant in LaRu4As12;
theoretical calculations for a rattling system [36] reveal that
ρ(T ) shows

√
T dependence at higher temperatures than the

characteristic energy scale of the anharmonic oscillation, and
its amplitude depends on the amount of anharmonicity, which
will be discussed later. In Fig. 1(d), the T dependence of
magnetic susceptibility measured by a commercial supercon-
ducting quantum interference device magnetometer at 10 Oe
normalized at the lowest temperatures is displayed for sam-
ples with different irradiation dose levels. Each sample shows
the superconducting transition with similar sharpness as the
one in pristine sample, which demonstrates that the introduced
atomic defects are uniformly distributed inside the crystals.

III. HEAT CAPACITY

Having established that the uniformly distributed atomic
defects are introduced inside the samples in a systematic
manner, we next turn to the T dependence of specific heat
capacity C(T ) to see the change of the electronic properties
with irradiation. Here we used the long relaxation method
with a homemade cell designed for heat capacity measure-
ments of small single crystals with mass of ≈10–100 μg. The
solid black circles in Fig. 2(a) represent the T dependence
of C(T )/T for pristine samples. The temperature dependence
of C(T )/T exhibits a sharp superconducting jump at Tc =
10.4 K, consistent with the previous report, indicating high
quality of the sample [29,33]. The specific heat above Tc can
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usually be described by the combination of the electronic
contribution term γ T and Debye phonon term obeying T 3

dependence. In filled-skutterudite compounds, however, it is
well known that the specific heat has a contribution from
anharmonic phonons. Considering this fact, C(T )/T can be
given as [9,30,37]

C(T )/T = γ + (1 − x)NβT 2 + x
3NR

T

(
TE/2T

sinh(TE/2T )

)2

,

(1)

where β = 12π4R/(5T 3
D ) in the second term is the coefficient

of the Debye term, and the third term is the Einstein term
describing the anharmonic phonon. Here, TD, TE , x, N = 17,
and R are Debye temperature, Einstein temperature, relative
weight of the Einstein term against Debye term, the number
of oscillators in the unit cell, and molar gas constant, respec-
tively. It should be noted that the Einstein model is indeed
harmonic approximation of local atomic vibration, but it is
well established that it describes the anharmonic mode in cage
compounds [4]. The fitting is performed with the parameters
γ , TD, TE , and x, and the result well reproduces the C(T )/T
data above Tc as shown in Fig. 2(a) with the parameters
γ = 60.8 mJ mol−1K−2, TD = 388.9 K, TE = 99.8 K, and
x = 0.055, which are in good agreement with the previous
analysis [30].

The anharmonic term can also be seen clearly when we
plot the phonon heat capacity [C(T )-γ T ] divided by T 3 as a
function of T as shown in Fig. 2(b). The existence of the broad
maximum above Tc indicates that the phonon specific heat
cannot be described only by Debye term. Although ultrasonic
measurements do not clearly detect the dispersion originating
from the anharmonic phonons [38], the Einstein term should
be included in order to describe the total phonon specific heat,
which has been discussed as an indication of the rattling guest
ion modes in La-based filled skutterudites [30,39]. Here, the
broad maximum appears at � TE/4.92 in the Einstein model.
From the peak temperature � 20.2 K, the TE can be estimated
to be � 99.4 K, which is in good agreement with the fitting
result in Fig. 2(a).

Next, we discuss the evolution of C(T ) with increasing
atomic defect density. The solid circles in Figs. 3(a)–3(c)
represent the C(T )/T data for 1.02, 2.25, and 14.1 C/cm2

samples, which show superconducting jumps at Tc = 9.7, 8.3,
and 5.5 K, respectively. The fitting results by Eq. (1) are also
shown as the solid lines and well reproduce the C(T )/T data
above Tc for all samples. Figure 3(d) shows the T dependence
of the electronic contribution Ce(T )/T for all samples, which
is obtained by subtracting the two types of phonon contri-
butions, the Debye and Einstein terms expressed in Eq. (1),
from the total C(T )/T . The samples irradiated to the dose of
1.02 and 2.25 C/cm2 show clear jumps at Tc with identical
sharpness to the one in pristine sample, indicating that the two
irradiated samples are as homogeneous as the pristine sample.
Owing to the high level of the irradiation dose, the sample
with 14.1 C/cm2 exhibits a broadened jump at Tc = 5.5 K
compared to the samples with lower dose. However, the jump
is quite discernible and the height of the jump is substantial
against the normal-state electronic heat capacity γ T above Tc,
indicating that the bulk nature can safely be discussed.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of specific heat with electron irradiation. [(a)–
(c)] Solid circles represent C(T )/T for the samples with 1.02 (a),
2.25 (b), and 14.1 C/cm2 (c). The solid orange lines represent the
fitting results for all samples. Each component in the total specific
heat is represented by colored area in the same way as Fig. 2(a).
(d) Ce(T )/T for the pristine sample and the samples irradiated to the
dose of 1.02, 2.25, and 14.1 C/cm2 are represented by solid black
circles, solid red circles, solid yellow circles, and solid green circles,
respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The Ce(T )/T data below Tc for pristine sample exhibit
a sharp decay at low temperatures and becomes almost flat
below 3 K. This T dependence is consistent with the thermally
activated BCS-type excitations, although it is reported that
there are multiple gaps with different magnitudes [29,40,41].
This thermally activated behavior is quite robust against of
LaRu4As12 irradiation, evidenced by the sharp decay also
observed for all samples at low temperatures. Here, the atomic
defects introduced by irradiation act as impurity scatterer for
electrons. This fact indicates that there is no additional exci-
tations of the Andreev bound states induced by the impurity
scattering [35], showing unambiguously that there is no sign
reversal in the superconducting gap as expected for s-wave
fully gapped superconductors.

Figure 4(a) displays the change in Tc with increasing irra-
diation dose determined by the heat capacity measurements,
showing that Tc almost linearly decreases with irradiation
dose. Although the conventional s-wave superconductivity is
expected to be robust against nonmagnetic impurity scattering
known as Anderson’s theorem, the irradiation substantially
suppresses the superconductivity in LaRu4As12. This is in-
deed incompatible with the absence of the Andreev bound
states, whose appearance is usually concomitant with the
depression of Tc in terms of the pair breaking in supercon-
ductors. One explanation for Tc depression without Andreev
bound states is the mixing of the gap between the different
bands by scattering. Indeed, it is well known that the Tc in
multigap superconductor MgB2 is reduced with increasing
impurity. This behavior is explained by averaging of the gap
magnitude between the two bands, and the crossover occurs
from two-gap to single-gap superconductivity with increasing
impurity scattering [42].
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FIG. 4. Correlations between superconductivity, density of
states, and anharmonic phonon weight in irradiated LaRu4As12.
(a) The change in Tc with irradiation dose. The dashed gray line is the
guide for the eye. (b) Ce/γ T for the pristine sample, and the samples
irradiated to the dose of 1.02 and 2.25 C/cm2 are represented by solid
black circles, solid red circles, and solid yellow circles, respectively.
The solid green line represents the result of multigap analysis using
one gap �1/kBTc = 2.7 with the ratio of 35% and the other gap
�2/kBTc = 1.8 with the ratio of 65%. (c) Sommerfeld coefficient γ

as a function of the relative reduction of Tc normalized by the pristine
Tc0, �t = (Tc0 − Tc )/Tc0. The gray shade is the guide for the eye.
(d) The change in the relative weight of anharmonic phonon against
conventional Debye phonon with �t . The gray shade is the guide for
the eye. (e) Resistivity for irradiated samples plotted against T/TE ,
where the pristine sample’s resistivity ρpristine is subtracted. The data
are vertically shifted for clarity.

In order to check whether the averaging of the gap occurs
in our case, we perform multigap analysis with two different
superconducting gaps. Figure 4(b) depicts Ce(T )/T normal-
ized by γ for pristine and 1.02 and 2.25 C/cm2 samples
together with the result of the multigap analysis. Interest-
ingly, the Ce(T )/T curvatures for all samples including the
pristine one roughly fall into a single curve, which is well
reproduced by the result of multigap analysis with a single
set of parameters. Here, the model employs the magnitude
of one gap �1/kBTc = 2.7 with the ratio of 35% and the
other gap �2/kBTc = 1.8 with the ratio of 65%, which are in
agreement with the previous multigap analysis [29]. Although
a small feature is visible at around 0.5Tc for the sample with
2.25 C/cm2, possibly due to the small change in the gap
magnitude, this fact suggests that the effect of gap averaging
is weak in this level of irradiation for LaRu4As12 and it is not
the main origin for the Tc depression.

Here, we point out that the irradiation reduces the γ coeffi-
cient, which can be clearly seen as the decrease in the constant
term of Ce(T )/T above Tc in Fig. 3(d). The γ coefficient
reflects the electronic density of states at Fermi energy N (EF ),

and it is quite natural that the reduction of Tc correlates with
the decrease of γ in the conventional theoretical framework of
superconductivity. Figure 4(c) displays the change of γ with
the reduction of Tc, showing that the γ is suppressed with
irradiation and tends to saturate. Then, the questions are why
γ is suppressed with increasing atomic defects in LaRu4As12

and why in the first place experimentally determined γ � 60
mJ mol−1 K−2 is significantly larger than expected from band
structure calculation [33]. One explanation for this is that the
density of state may be highly sensitive to the dislocation
of the As atoms. According to the band structure calcula-
tion, the density of states shows a peak structure near EF ,
where the contribution from the As 4p orbital is dominant
[32,33]. However, it is not clear whether a small amount of
defects can change the band structure properties significantly,
and even if the peak structure is taken into account, it cannot
be explained why the experimentally determined γ is much
larger than calculated γ . Another explanation is that the d
electron correlation effect may enhance the γ coefficient, but
it is not clear either whether the correlation effect exhibits
such sensitivity to a small amount of defects as shown in the
rapid decrease of γ with irradiation. Here, it is theoretically
proposed that the anharmonicity can enhance renormalization
effect [43], and the large γ values are indeed observed in some
cage compounds [4,44]. Then, another possible explanation is
that the anharmonic phonons enhance γ also in LaRu4As12

and the cage deformation by atomic defects suppresses the an-
harmonic phonons, leading to the reduction of γ . Figure 4(d)
shows the change in the weight of the anharmonic phonon
contribution in the specific heat [see Eq. (1)] with decreasing
Tc. The weight is decreased with increasing atomic defects
and almost linearly correlates with the reduction of Tc. The
suppression of the anharmonic phonons is also supported
by the evolution of ρ(T ) with irradiation. It is theoretically
suggested that ρ(T ) exhibits

√
T dependence with concave

curvature in the presence of the anharmonic phonons [36], and
ρ(T ) for LaRu4As12 implies such a behavior as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1(c). Figure 4(e) displays the change in ρ(T ) for
irradiated samples as a function of T/TE , where the resistivity
data ρpristine(T ) for pristine sample is subtracted to extract
the evolution of scattering by anharmonic phonons. It can be
seen that the T dependence above the characteristic energy
scale of anharmonic phonons TE can be approximated by

√
T

dependence, but the concaveness is weaker in more irradiated
sample with smaller weight of anharmonic phonons. This
behavior is in good qualitative agreement with the theoretical
calculation [36]. These results suggest that the anharmonic
phonons enhance γ coefficient in pristine LaRu4As12 and they
are reduced with the introduction of atomic defects through
the deformation of the cage structure. Because the anhar-
monic phonons originates from the flat potential, which is
produced by the high cage symmetry, the displacement of
only one of twelve As atoms can generate local minima of
potential inside the cage. This mechanism thus can explain
the substantial change in the anharmonic phonons by the
small amount of defects. Indeed, the saturation of γ with
decreasing Tc can be understood as approaching the band
calculation value 32 mJ mol−1 K−2 [33] in the high dose
regime, where there is less impact of anharmonic phonon on γ

coefficient.
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Several theoretical studies have also proposed that the
anharmonic phonon itself can be a pairing glue for the su-
perconductivity [43,45]. It is not clear whether the reduction
of Tc in LaRu4As12 with irradiation is a direct consequence
of the suppression of anharmonic phonon or the secondary
effect through the reduction of the γ coefficient. In each
case, our findings imply that the anharmonic phonons play
an important role in enhancing electronic specific heat and/or
superconductivity. This observation is achieved through the
systematic introduction of artificial atomic defects in a given
compound and demonstrates that the local structure such as
atomic defects can be a tuning parameter which substan-
tially changes the electronic specific heat and superconducting
properties in cage compounds.
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